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THE KETCHUP CONTEST
Solving the Recipe Mystery of the Virginia Restaurant
The Virginia Restaurant, the hang-out of generations of Strasburg residents,
was locally famous for their ketchup. Come join us for the taste test of different
recipes, each believed to be the original and very unique ketchup made and
served by the Brill Family. Share memorabilia of the restaurant and try some
French fries from the Queen Street Diner made closely to the Virginia Restaurant way. Judges will be customers of the restaurant who remember the taste of
the famous ketchup. Just for fun, bring your taste buds back in time to days
gone by.

Sunday, October 27th, 2-4 pm
St. Paul Lutheran Church, 156 W. Washington St.

This is a free community event hosted by the Strasburg Heritage Association.
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President’s Message
Tim Taylor
—————————
I hope everyone is doing well! I am looking forward to our October Program meeting where we try to
solve the Virginia Restaurant original recipe mystery!
I enjoy reading, watching, and listening to stories about history. Recently, I watched the “Country Music,”
a film by Ken Burns. I have always enjoyed his movies because they are full of so many fascinating stories,
images and video. One story specifically interested me since I feel it shows how a single moment can define history and that all stardom and history start local!
Most of you are familiar with the Carter family and their impact on country music. Johnny Cash and June
Carter may be the most popular from this story, but it all started with the original group consisting of A.P.
Carter, his wife Sara Carter, and his sister-in-law Maybelle Carter. Maybelle was married to A.P.'s brother
Ezra Carter (Eck), and was also Sara's first cousin. Their musical career began as a result of Ralph Peer
opening up a recording studio in Bristol, Tennessee in 1927. Peer set up his studio because he heard of the
local talent in this region of the country and he sent the word via newspapers to anyone that could make
the trip and share their talents. Some people were able to make the trip to Bristol, such as the Carters,
since A.P. agreed to weed his brother’s cornfield if he could borrow his car for the trip. The Carters made
the trip and the rest is history! I wonder how many people though that also had star talent, but were unable to make the trip.
I had the privilege of interviewing Loretta Rutz Campbell and she shared about how they hoped to make it
to Bristol to audition. Loretta and her siblings were called “The Rutz Family” and were very popular in the
area. They regularly won local talent shows with their music. You can see her younger brother, Freddy still
strumming his guitar and singing at local events. They actually received an invitation from WLS AM Radio
Station in Chicago for an audition. Both trips never
happened due to no means of transportation.
Ms.Campbell played a record her family band recorded
in 1933 when she was only 13. I feel they sounded just
as great as the Carter Family! I think if they were able
to make it to any of their auditions, “The Rutz Family”
star may have shone bright beyond our local area. So,
remember to appreciate all the local musical talent we
have in our own backyard. You may be listening to a
famous star and no one knows it! Have a great Fall
Season and I hope to see everyone on our Holiday
Homes Tour on Saturday, December 14th.
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2019 Strasburg Holiday Heritage Homes Tour
Joan Williams
Mark your calendar for this upcoming event! This year the Strasburg Heritage Association is excited to present six unique heritage homes for your enjoyment. Two of
these homes also house three thriving businesses in our historic district. You will
want to view the homes and meet the owners. The selection presented this year is
definitely some of the best examples of heritage homes in our area. The tour will be
held, no matter the weather, Saturday, December 14th from 10:00 a.m. until 4:00
p.m.
Brochures will be available and tickets will be for sale beginning Thanksgiving weekend at two convenient locations:
The Hotel Strasburg - 213 South Holliday Street - 465-9191
Pot Town Organics - 181 West King Street - 465-4444
Also, brochures and tickets will be available the day of the event
at each of the homes on tour.
We are very appreciative of our homeowner’s generosity in opening their lovely
homes to all of us during the holiday season. More detailed information will be
listed in our brochure but the following is a list of our homeowners:
Kathleen & Craig Ernst - 208 West Queen Street
owners of Renaissance in Wood and The Sonner House B&B
Joann & Paul Guay - 187 South Massanutten Street
Liz & Mike Marx - 286 West Washington Street
Alice Mullerweiss & Kevin Watson - 117 High Street
owners of Hopewell House Bike & Bed
Anna Owen - 184 South Massanutten Street
Susie & Wayne Powars - 267 South Holliday Street
We cordially invite you to attend The Strasburg Heritage Association program Sunday, October 27th from 2:00 p.m. until 4:00 p.m. at St. Paul’s Lutheran Church, 156
West Washington Street for a fun and unusual program as well as have the opportunity to meet some of our gracious homeowners in advance of the holiday tour.
Mark Your Calendar and join us for both events! We look forward to seeing you
there.
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A Little Folk History
The Ketchup Quest: Solving the Recipe Mystery
By

Kathy Kehoe
When was the last time you took your taste buds back in time? Was it when you tasted
something “like Grandma used to make”? Or was it the taste you remember from your favorite restaurant, a place connected to your youth? Maybe it was some time you spent at
the Virginia Restaurant, with the sweet taste of “Buggy’s Ketchup” on your mind.
The Virginia Restaurant on the corner of King and Holliday streets was well known as a local
hangout for generations of Strasburg teenagers and it was famous for the Sunday dinners
after church. After decades of a thriving successful business, the Brill family retired and
closed the restaurant in the 1970’s. As the years went by and it’s last customers grew older, the restaurant was often the topic of nostalgic conversations. The locals who had spent
hours in the restaurant loved to talk about the old days and in the midst of those stories,
there was always a memory about “Buggy’s Ketchup”. “Buggy” was the nickname of Clarence
Brill, one of the Brill Brothers who owned and managed the restaurant. Buggy was better
known by the customers because he worked at a desk behind the dining room counter where
he could keep a watchful eye. Buggy’s brother and partner Pearlie Brill was in charge of the
kitchen and he was the one who cooked or supervised the making of the ketchup. According
to town legend, there were many ketchup cooks over the years, including partners Obadiah
“Obie” Brill and his wife Louise, who also had a nickname of “Skillet”. Although we don’t
think Buggy ever made the famous and well-loved ketchup, we ketchup connoisseurs still
think of it as “Buggy’s Ketchup”. In our memories, the ketchup was like sweet wine, paired
perfectly with the equally famous Virginia Restaurant french fries.
My quest for the “real” Virginia Restaurant ketchup recipe began in 2009 when I interviewed Liz Richards for the folk history on the Virginia Restaurant. Liz worked in the restaurant as a waitress and kitchen staff over the years and she told me that Pearlie Brill
taught her to make the ketchup. Liz told me then, that there was no commercial ketchup in
the recipe they cooked on top of the stove. Thirty years after the restaurant closed, Liz
was making and selling the ketchup in canning jars to supplement her social security income
and because she loved sharing the ketchup. Jane Lambert, owner and operator of Clip and
Curl Beauty Shop, remembers when Liz sold the ketchup there and believes it tasted just
like the restaurants. Liz was not ready to give out the recipe yet and passed away before
sharing it. Her daughter Diane Dellinger does not have it and says that her mother never
wrote it down because she made it from memory. In 2009 we tried a jar and when my husband, brother-in-law and I put it on homemade french fries; we believed it to be the “real
McCoy”. Tasting that ketchup took us right back in time.
In later years, when I saw the recipe in the Strasburg Museum and noticed it started with
commercial ketchup, I began to search for what I thought would be the original recipe. So
far I have collected fifteen recipes for “genuine” Virginia Restaurant ketchup. Several recipes are duplicates, a few list commercial ketchup as an ingredient and a few start with fresh
tomatoes or other tomato based ingredients. Several local people make the ketchup from
the recipe they have, sharing with family and friends. It is a favorite door prize at local
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high school reunions. Each person with a recipe is convinced they have the “real” or original
recipe and each of the ketchup cooks say they and their family and friends are positive the
ketchup tastes just like what they remember having on their french fries in the Virginia
Restaurant.
John Painter, who grew up in Strasburg, suggested as far back as 2009 that there should be
a Ketchup Cook-Off, and mentioned how great it would be to taste the ketchup he remembered. When discussing the different recipes with Donna Campbell recently, she suggested
a Ketchup Contest, just for fun, so that all the recipes could be tried. Researching the
background of each legendary recipe led me to no conclusions as to why there were so many
or why the ingredients were different. So the Strasburg Heritage Association has decided
to host the contest with a few veteran customers over the age of 60 acting as judges.
Those in their 60s may remember a different taste than those in their 70s. But regardless,
it will give our taste buds a treat, a connection with our hometown past, and spark memories
that only our sense of taste can revive.
Liz Richards’s description in 2009 in the Virginia Restaurant Folk History: “Liz attributes
the origin to an employee known as Mrs. Sager, who added corn starch and sugar. They
would make the ketchup 2 or 3 times a week and after a few days it would ferment causing
the tops to pop off if it wasn’t used fast enough. Huge tubs of potatoes would be peeled
and sliced every day and fried in vats of lard, then served with Buggy’s ketchup.” Liz also
told me that there was an ingredient that “no one would expect to be in ketchup”. David
Sager found the ketchup recipe his grandmother Laura Booth had in her cookbook. The
Sager recipe has several added ingredients that are not in the Museum recipe. One of
those ingredients would have been used in canning and easily found in stores but another ingredient is not likely to have been affordable in that time frame.
Liz Richards told me Pearlie taught her how to make the ketchup. But there were many other cooks over the years who also made the ketchup, and the recipes changed according to
the ingredients available at the time. Because Pearlie and others knew it by heart, they didn’t need to write it down or follow written instructions.
Eva Mae Pifer is now in her 80s, operated the Strasburg News Stand with her husband Joe
until they retired. Two doors down from the Virginia Restaurant, she and Joe often ate
their meals there. “My first job in high school was at the Virginia Restaurant” said Eva Mae.
“I was 15 and lied on my work permit and said I was 16.” She made a “dollar a day and had
27 cents taken out for social security.” Once a bus carrying a high school band stopped at
the restaurant. Eva Mae said that “I nearly worked myself to death but when they left
they gave me a dollar tip.” “I walked a mile to get to work,” she said, “and I was always there
when I was supposed to be. Buggy called me ‘Old Faithful’.” Remembering the ketchup, Eva
Mae said she “used to watch Mr. Obie, Louise’s husband, make it from scratch.” She would
stand back from the stove so the ketchup wouldn’t splatter on her white uniform. Eva Mae
speculates that “I wouldn’t have thought they would have had commercial ketchup in the
recipe; why would they?” She however, did not make the ketchup and the recipe she has
does call for commercial ketchup.
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85 year old Janet Fish has been making the ketchup for years. She is sure the recipe she uses is the original though it does contain commercial ketchup. Janet remembers the one gallon
cans of unbranded ketchup that restaurants bought in bulk that was then put in a cooking pot
with other ingredients, cooked and thickened with cornstarch. She began working at the restaurant in 1952 when she was in high school and learned how to make the ketchup from Louise
“Skillet” Brill. Janet gives jars to family and friends who all say it tastes just like the
“Buggy’s Ketchup” they remember. Janet too, has noticed the different recipes around town
and has concluded that the ketchup recipe changed over the years. “Everybody made it different.” said Janet. When the ketchup came off the stove, it was poured into empty two gallon glass jars that pickles came in. One of Janet’s tasks was to fill the red plastic ketchup
bottles. Her instructions were three-fourths ketchup and one-fourth water, then shake
hard. This must be what fueled the gossip that the ketchup was “watered down”. It wasn’t
watered down commercial ketchup, but cooked restaurant-made ketchup thinned to pour easier into plastic ketchup bottles. Each evening, Janet gathered all the bottles from the tables
and put them in the refrigerator. She says that it only “fermented” or “went bad” if it wasn’t refrigerated overnight. Janet said that one of her favorite memories of the Virginia Restaurant was how one night she was sweeping up and found $30.00 under a table. She took the
money to Buggy and mentioned that it was almost enough to buy her class ring, which Janet
had not planned to buy because she couldn’t afford the $35.00. Buggy told her, “Keep it for
thirty days and if nobody claims it, it’s yours to buy your class ring.” “It must’ve been meant
to be” says Janet, because nobody claimed the money. “Every time I look at my class ring I
think about Buggy doing that for me.”
Judy Rinker makes the ketchup regularly, using a recipe that was given out at class reunion.
She and her husband Rick remember the taste and believe this recipe is genuine. Judy’s recipe contains commercial ketchup, but she also had Rick’s mother’s recipe, which does not contain commercial ketchup and has several more ingredients. When Donna Hupp was looking for
a recipe to make for her husband Dennis’ high school reunion, she used Judy’s mother in law’s
recipe. Both women have submitted a jar for the Ketchup Contest. Several people said Mary
Bhehm Rudolph made Virginia Restaurant ketchup. She hasn’t made the ketchup in a while
but volunteered to make a batch and enter a jar for the contest. Her recipe came from her
husband John through his great aunt Ann Fox, who once worked at the restaurant. Mary remembers going to the Virginia Restaurant after the movies on Saturday night. Her “biggest
decision then was whether to order fries with ketchup or with gravy.”
Jane Eye Richard, a big fan of the Virginia Restaurant ketchup, has been making her recipe
for years. She too, is told by her husband Ronnie and her siblings, that this recipe is the
original. Jane submitted a jar for the contest. Jane loved to put Buggy’s ketchup on potato
chips. Jane remembers that it was fifteen cents for a plate full of fries and 5 or 10 cents
for a coke served in a classic shaped glass with Coca-Cola emblazoned on the side in red letters. She speculates that Pearlie would have used tomato juice when tomatoes weren’t in
season so he could make the ketchup year round. Larry Bright, like Jane, loved the ketchup
on potato chips. It was an affordable after-school treat. This was before the food industry
convinced the public that dips and sauces had to come with almost every meal, and before
some of us quite knew what dips were. You might say Larry was ahead of his time. Jane loved
the restaurant’s gravy on her french fries as well, and she’d order french fries with gravy
and then add the ketchup to the plate. You might say she had her french fries gourmet
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style. Some people remember when Buggy would catch teenage customers wasting ketchup,
he’d charge them another 25 cents.
The Strasburg Museum is contributing ketchup made by Conley and Tina Davison Crabill, who
canned it as a fundraiser for the museum. Though the Museum does not know who contributed their recipe, they also received many comments about the authentic taste of that recipe.
Tammy Kibler will enter a jar of ketchup she made using a recipe from her mother-in-law
Louise Kibler. Hers has slightly different ingredients. Another entry will come from Cecilia
Artz Elbon whose recipe came from her sister-in-law Eva Elbon. Lawana Murphy Elbon has
also shared a recipe contributed to Eva, with a copy that appears to come from the shop in
town called “This and That” near the Strasburg Emporium. Jolene Ryder has a recipe that
came from the recipe book of her mother Sally Crabill Johnson which was from the same
source as the one in the Museum. Jerry Stinson has the same recipe as the Museum. She
doesn’t make the ketchup but remembers how, “We spent all our time down there when we
were going to school. I could just drink it by the bottle, I liked that ketchup so much.” Polly
Wilson has a copy of Eva Elbon’s recipe. Polly remembers when her mother told her, “I don’t
know why you need to go down there to the Virginia Restaurant, you have a booth with your
name on it already.”
I’ve found that old friends and family love sharing their recipes and stories of the Virginia
Restaurant ketchup. And many are excited about tasting it again. There were conversations
and tips that were dead ends but led to other interesting tips. Based on what Liz Richard
told me in 2009 and what Janet Fish told me this year, I can only conclude that the restaurant must have used different recipes, depending on the ingredients on hand. There were
different recipes in different time periods, which would make each recipe bonafide to the
generation that savored it. When looking at old cookbooks or googling vintage ketchup
online, I found that most households made their own ketchup. As the backyard garden tomatoes were harvested, ketchup was canned and stored in cellars, especially during the Great
Depression. During WWII, citizens were encouraged to plant "Victory Gardens" in their
backyards and city parks so as much food as possible could be sent to our soldiers. Because
of rationing, families and restaurants could only buy their fair share of certain foods and
ketchup was one of the processed foods on the list in their “War Ration Book." People grew
enough tomatoes to make ketchup from scratch. By the time teenager Janet Fish began
working in the restaurant, the economy would have been revived enough that one gallon cans
of commercial ketchup would have been affordable. Still, when the frugal Brill cooks started
with commercial ketchup, they would add to the flavor of their legendary ketchup in the big
pan on top of the stove, creating a unique local favorite with their customers. Buggy Brill
kept an eye on the budget and Pearlie Brill stayed focused on the amount they had on hand
and he would make a new batch so they never ran out.
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It’s been a long time since customers of the Virginia Restaurant were excited about pouring
ketchup on their French fries. Now we only see that joyful glee over a condiment in TV commercials, actors paid to feign excitement for brand name ketchup not nearly as good as what
the Brill family cooked up in their restaurant kitchen for generations of Strasburg customers. We didn’t know then what we know now, that we were small town connoisseurs of ketchup, that we would someday have nostalgic conversations about that ketchup, and that we
would someday again be overjoyed over the chance to treat our taste buds with Buggy’s
ketchup.

**********************************************************************************

To Our Readers: If you have memories to add to folk histories, please
contact Kathy Kehoe by emailing strasburgheritage@gmail.com, calling 540465-4185 or contacting any SHA Board Member.

SHA Board of
Directors

.

Dee Keister
Nick Racey
Marie Spence
Carla Wallen
Joan Williams
Linda Williams
Polly Wilson

Tim Taylor, President
Laura Ellen Wade, Vice-President
Sue Foster, Treasurer
Barbara Adamson, Secretary
Kathy Kehoe, Newsletter Editor
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Excerpts from
Virginia Restaurant Folk History
SHA Newsletter Fall 2009
Halloween Nights
And then there were those Halloween nights when the booths were packed with kids. Obie
(Brill) told Liz (Richards) that at different times over the years, there had been a chicken,
possum and a goat put in the back door on Halloween nights. The animals would run down
the aisles between the booths with laughing kids yelling them on. Sue Foster remembers
that “One Halloween someone released pigeons inside the restaurant. Buggy Brill was angry
which was unusual, he was a very patient man.” Brenda Kenney Stensney remembers when a
boy “from Woodstock put a duck in the back door, all you could see was Buggy running down
behind the bar to the back door.” One Halloween, the back opened and ten chickens were
put in. Larry (Allamong) said he was there that night, and the chickens were running under
the tables, strutting down the aisles, flapping into the booths and cackling all over the
place. After the guys collapsed laughing, they helped catch the chickens, which was more
fun than the greased pig contest at the county fair.

A Moment in History
Belinda (Pappas Palmer) remembers “The afternoon JFK was shot the restaurant was full,
but many people didn't even get cokes. For the half hour or so I was there, I don't think
one person spoke. Some of us cried, but it was very silent. I still remember that absolute
stillness.”

Banned
John Painter remembers how “Detection by Buggy of unacceptable behavior resulted in
swift and certain application of the ultimate punishment: being banned from the Virginia
Restaurant. While this may not seem like a big deal to you now, consider for a moment the
effect in a small town, with only one meeting place for the tight knit cliques of teenagers.
Consider being excluded from the plans of your buddies, or wondering who is sitting next to
the girl that you are secretly sweet on this week. Banishment could be for a week, a month,
or, for dangerous or threatening behavior, forever.” Larry Allamong, who admits to being
banned from the front a few times, was allowed to come and sit in the friendly atmosphere
of the kitchen, where he delighted in getting fresh hot food right away, getting larger portions and having the pleasure of conversation with Pearly. Alan Samuels, whose parents
owned and operated Joe Wolfson Clothing Store, said his parents preferred also to eat in
the kitchen and visit with Obie and Louise.
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